
About Us

MANIFESTO FOR KCL INTELLIGENCE AND
SECURITY SOCIETY CO-PRESIDENCY

This is Shuvayu Dasgupta and Thomas Noonan and we are going to be running for the position of
co-presidents. Shuvayu is a first year undergraduate studying international relations while Thomas
is a first year undergraduate studying international relations and history. For the last few months,
Shuvayu have been serving as the Head of Marketing at KCLISS alongside taking peripheral
responsibilities such as planning and organising events, designing the template for inaugural edition
of our newly launched journal PIIS and reaching out to potential partners and universities societies
with the hopes to build strategic partnerships. Thomas has also been one of the most active in the
society participating in group discussions, attending events, suggesting new ideas and most
importantly managing our Telegram channel.

Vision

This year has truly been nothing short of monumental for this society as we returned from a year long
hiatus and built up a brand, a community comprising of 250+ members. The figures speak for the
success of our society but we both believe that we have just scratched the surface. ISS has the potential
to be one of the largest societies at King's despite having a specific niche. This year, we would like to
maximise our efforts in order to reach towards the potential and establish a stronghold dominance at
King's by promoting the  culture around intelligence and security and making it more accessible to
everyone. We want to set ourselves from our societies by giving back meaningfully to our members. We
would like to equip our members with the necessary skills, resources and opportunities they might need
to succeed in this field. Here are some of the things we wish to implement to achieve our desired goals:

Cooperation: We aim to strengthen our ties with all the relevant societies within King’s, and organise
joint events with societies such as the International Relations Society or the War Studies Society to
produce the highest quality academic content for our members. We shall also seek to strengthen our
currently partnerships with the security societies in Australian National University, University of
Glasgow, Harvard University, LSE and Sciences Po.

Growth: We aim to further our partnerships with organisations external to King’s, such as RUSI or our
partner PS21, with the goal to always prepare the most interesting events, lectures and workshops. We
shall also work towards securing partnerships in the private defence and security sectors.

Expansion: We aim to diversify and expand the scope of our activities, in the continuity of what we
have done this year, to open the society to new topics through interesting events such as wargames and
challenges, designed to give intelligence-specific skill-sets and a better understanding of the role and
uses of different forms of intelligence. 

Social: We want to host some fun social events, to build a tighter knit community where the members
get to interact with each other in a relaxed environment. Weekly/Monthly pub socials, discussion
circles, networking events and our very own ISS ball.


